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The Philosophy of Software: Code and Mediation in the Digital AgePalgrave Macmillan, 2011

	Writing remains to me an unusual practice that transforms my experience of the world whilst under the spell of writing. This book has had a particularly intensive birth, written as it is in the middle of the academic year and with everyday life swirling around it with all the attendant distractions. It has emerged from a number of related...
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HTML5: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2013

	
		HTML5 is more than a markup language—it’s a collection of several independent web standards. Fortunately, this expanded guide covers everything you need in one convenient place. With step-by-step tutorials and real-world examples, HTML5: The Missing Manual shows you how to build web apps that include video tools,...
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Food Carbohydrate ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Carbohydrates are major components of foods, accounting for more

	than 90% of the dry matter of fruits and vegetables and providing for

	70-80% of human caloric intake worldwide (BeMiller and Huber 2008).

	Thus, from a quantitative perspective alone, carbohydrates warrant the

	attention of food chemists. From the standpoint of food...
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Hacking Healthcare: A Guide to Standards, Workflows, and Meaningful UseO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Ready to take your IT skills to the healthcare industry? This concise book provides a candid assessment of the US healthcare system as it ramps up its use of electronic health records (EHRs) and other forms of IT to comply with the government’s Meaningful Use requirements. It’s a tremendous opportunity for tens of...
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Computer Explorations in Signals and Systems Using MATLABPrentice Hall, 1996

	This book provides computer exercises for an undergraduate course on signals and linear

	systems. Such a course or sequence of courses forms an important part of most engineering

	curricula. This book was primarily designed as a companion to the second edition of Signals

	and Systems by Oppenheim and Willsky with Nawab. While the...
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Visual Studio Tools for Office: Using C# with Excel, Word, Outlook, and InfoPathAddison Wesley, 2005
Visual Studio Tools for Office  is both the first and the definitive book on VSTO 2005 programming, written by  the inventors of the technology. VSTO is a set of tools that allow professional  developers to use the full power of Visual Studio .NET and the .NET Framework to  put code behind Excel...
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Software Design (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Software design is a multi-disciplinary activity that develops tools through effective communication of ideas and the use of engineering practices. This text provides an overview and perspective of software design within the context of software development and also of more general thinking about design issues. It examines the nature of design...
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Introducing HTML5 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Suddenly, everyone’s talking about HTML5, and ready or not, you need to get acquainted with this powerful new development in web and application design. Some of its new features are already being implemented by existing browsers, and much more is around the corner.

	 

	Written by developers who have been using the new...
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MVVM Survival Guide for Enterprise Architectures in Silverlight and WPFPackt Publishing, 2012


	Rich client development remains one of the most popular forms of application

	development, both from a user and a developer point of view. While nobody denies

	the importance of thin-client interface technologies such as HTML(5), it is clear

	that consumers and enterprises alike enjoy using applications that provide a rich,...
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REST API Design RulebookO'Reilly, 2011

	
		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll...
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Microsoft Office 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2004
Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to use Microsoft  Office Access, Excel, FrontPage, InfoPath, OneNote, Outlook, PowerPoint,  Publisher, and Word. With Step by Step, you can take just the lessons you need,  or work from cover to cover. Either way, you drive the instruction—building and  practicing the...
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Advanced PHP for Web ProfessionalsPrentice Hall, 2002
The goal of this book is to help you get a better grasp of PHP, to learn some of the less commonly used features, and to help you build some applications that are useful in your work or hobbies. I hope it gives you some ideas on how to make your own applications easier to code and easier to use.


...
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